












The Basic ULOX Set  This little set was mentioned in 10/253,
and now thanks to David Hobson I've been able to examine a
near complete example of it.

The box is 20*14*1¾cm with a plain brown cardboard base
and the lid below. Points of interest on it are the name, 'SET A

T16'; 'Improved Rustless Finish'; the Set Contents; and, along
the top, 'Trade Mark No.506189, Patents Pending'.

The parts are in  a brown-greyish envelope,  134*193mm,
printed in blue. All the 34 parts in the Set are shown on  the
front under the heading 'Contents of ULOX Set 34 parts': they
are:  4,2,2x  7,5,3  slot  Strips;  2 Wheel  Discs;  2,1x 20,12mm
Washers;  3x  Screwed  Rods;  12  Nuts;  4  Bolts,  1  Lever;  1
Spandriver. The illustrations of the parts match the actual ones
in the Set except that the scaled diameter of the Wheel Disc is
30mm Ø, the early size, and not the later 34mm. The parts are
as  described  in  OSN  10  (the  Lever  is  missing)  but  the
Spandriver, not seen before, is 53mm long o/a. All the parts,
including the N&B, are still shiny with few traces of rust.

The printing on the back of the envelope includes ads for

the ULOX Magazine, price 2d from Woolworths; the Accessory
Set T17 & the Additional Strips T19, both with contents as in
OSN 10;  and:  'Additional  "ULOX"  Parts.  Watch  the  "ULOX"
counter at your nearest Woolworth Store!! New parts of every
description  are  in  course  of  production  and can be bought
separately in any number.'

Also on the back, advice to 'First build the models exactly as
illustrated on the box and in  the Magazine'.  But  only the 2
small models on the top of the lid could be made with the
parts in the Set, and buying the Magazine increased the cost
from 6d to 8d! The Magazine has both the small  lid models
among its 8 for the '1 Set', and also the Railway Crane, but the
number of sets needed for it isn't given.

8 more models are shown on the inside of the lid, each of
which need 4 Sets.  They include a Pile Driver,  Tip-Waggon,
Springless Scales, a Motor Van with centre pivot steering, and
the 2 models below (110% f-s). It would be difficult to make
the Gantry Crane from the illustration. The Wheel Disc on the
deck of the Speedboat looks to carry 2 of the Levers, the only
time the part is used in the 8 models. The Wheel Disc at the
stern seems to be attached by a N&B through one of the small
holes, but perhaps that's splitting hairs.

Snippet. 'New(?)' System: FAVORIT  The two outfits
below were in one Ebay lot.  The black-lidded box was
said to be the basic set from 1947, and the blue one an
add-on outfit from 1949. The first has METALL-BAUKASTEN
along  the  bottom  of  the  lid  and  the  second
ERGÄNZUNGSKASTEN (I think, but possibly with a letter or
figure after it).

No  doubt  the  parts  are  not  as  originally  shared
between the sets, and not much can really be seen of

them. The only ones that stand out are the 12h Strips in the boiler
of the Steam Roller, and its rear wheels with 8 holes very near the
rim. Some of the parts may not of course be genuine - I wondered if
the large blue part could be the front of a loco cab but I can't see
any attachment holes in it.

Some details of a GORDON Favorit set were given in 27/802 but it
seems to bear no resemblance to the present sets beyond having
bright  looking  Strips.  However  there  could  just  possibly  be  a
connection because Baukästen lists an East German company, VEB
Kinderspiele  Schmalkalden,
which subsequently became
Gordon  Apparatebau  KG,
the  firm  who  made  the
GORDON  set.  So  conceiv-
ably  the  present  FAVORIT
outfits  were  made  by  the
VEB  company  before  the
Gordon period.

           ULOX:  S1     OSN 37/1104

       FAVORIT:  S1     OSN 37/1104
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